SURVEY REPORT
Area: collector colony
DATE: 16 & 17 FEBRUARY 2017
I Miss VIJITHA NADAR of STD:- S.Y.D.T.Ed ,DIV:- B. In our college an educational
survey was conducted. We visited the following area i.e shivshakthinagar, ashok
nagar,vijaynagar near collector colony with our respected Resmy mam. This survey was
conducted from 16thFeb to 17thFeb. We also had a survey interrogation with the family of the
B.M.C school going students with my survey partner miss MARY ATKUNI.
I also enquired about their way of living in day to day life. I observed that many of the girl
child was going to B.M.C school and boys were going to private schools. I met with a family
were the family condition was very bad and the father is missing from nearly 2 year because
of that her mother joined her in B.M.C school. Her mother is a house maid and they stay in a
rented house. Even we met a family were 15 members were staying in a small house. So the
children’s use to sit outside the house and study. In every house where I went there were no
facility of toilet in the house. Children’s use the common toilet which was built by the
government so they don’t feel safe to use that but they r forced to use the toilets.
I met a family there I came to know that the grandfathers of
the child were highly educated like lawyer, teacher but the parents of the child was not
interested in studies. In one family the parents got married in a small age so they came to
Mumbai to settle so they discontinued their education. Some families migrated from native to
Mumbai in search of job. And some families migrated for the higher studies of the children’s.
In many families mothers were not educated and fathers were educated till SSC.
Many students were complaining about the tasteless food which was given in the schools so
the students don’t have the food which was given in schools. The toilets of the schools were
not clean so the student’s do use it regularly. I met that one of the student who never uses the
school toilet. Teaches don’t give personal attention to the students. When the teachers go for
training higher class students come to teach and handle the lower class students.
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